Talks conducted

Japan urges curb in exports

TOKYO (AP) - Government officials in Japan urged its auto makers for a seven percent voluntary cutback in exports to the United States Wednesday, as some of the world's top producers have left an oppositionist move in Congress, a respected financial newspaper reported yesterday.

But the auto chiefs were reported by Kyodo News Service to be resisting the 1.7 million-vehicle limit, a reduction of 120,000 cars and light trucks from 1980's record total of 1.8 million. Kyodo said they favored an agreement limiting exports to the 1980 level.

Government and auto company executives who met yesterday would not discuss their closed-door meeting with the economic daily Nihon Keizai Shimbun about progress on the issue, which is receiving much attention in Japan. The Ministry of International Trade and Industry confirmed it summoned the auto executives to separate talks, but officials refused further comment and auto industry spokesmen said they were pledged to silence.

The newspaper said officials from three automakers - Honda Motor Co., Mitsubishi Motors Corp. and Nissan Motor Co. - had talks Tuesday with executives of Japan's heavyweights in the industry here, and Toyota Kogyo, would be called in for the subsequent meetings.

Under the proposed voluntary cutback, exporters would be asked to hold exports to 1.82 million but go no farther. The company officials also were quoted by Kyodo as saying the limits should be for just one year.

In Washington, Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., is pushing for passage of his bill to limit Japanese auto imports to 1.6 million units a year for the next three years. The Republican-controlled Senate could vote on the measure as early as next week.

President Reagan and Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki are scheduled for a summit meet, ing May 7 and 8. Officials in both governments are trying to resolve the issue so as not to cast a shadow over their meeting.

Japan automakers have said they believe the beleaguered U.S. auto industry brought about its own problems by failing to respond to rising gasoline prices and demands from American for fuel-efficient cars.

Japan last year captured 21 percent of the total auto sales in the United States. Eight of every 10 foreign-make cars bought by Americans were Japanese.

Supporters of protectionist measures argue Japan should have agreed to a huge share of the market because of lower labor costs. Last year, General Motors, Ford, Chrysler and AMC, the big four U.S. auto makers, reported losses totaling $4.2 billion and cutbacks in their history.

As of last week, 170,000 auto workers were on indefinite layoffs.

In protest of aid

Solidarity collects signatures

By KELLI FLINT

Editor, News Staff

Solidarity volunteers working for the El Salvador Solidarity group are gathering signatures from students this week in support of the U.S. bishops' position relative to the United States military aid for El Salvador.

The Solidarity group is the result of three separate committed that were functioning as Notre Dame-Saint Mary's, Notre Dame, the Justice and Peace Center in South Bend, according to activity coordinator Sr. Carolyn Burgholzer.

In groups that these three organizations initiated came together and formed the El Salvador Solidarity group, she said.

The collection of signatures on petitions supporting the bishops' position is an action of that group.

"This week, students will be working the dorms to get support. We will then approach the faculty and staff, both here and at Saint Mary's.

"Through this activity we hope to show the support of the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's community for the bishops' statement asking the American government to stop military aid to El Salvador.

"We are trying to show that a significant number of people from what we consider to be a significant Catholic academic community support the bishops in the leadership that they have taken in this situation.

"We will be sending a copy of the results to the United States Bishops' Conference showing that we support them. We are also sending a copy to President Reagan, and we hope to get to the media.

"We would like to get national exposure if we could, to show our support for the bishops in taking their stand against military aid," she explained.

Sr. Carolyn, Brother Rodney Snibbe, and freshman Elizabeth Brown are coordinating the activity for the Notre Dame Law School library, is the overall chairman of the Solidarity group.

We're assuming that most students know very little about the Church's position with regard to El Salvador, " she continued.

"We all know the bishops' position on Right to Life. With regard to other issues, such as Sunday collection, we all know their position. But regarding El Salvador, the people like the church - we know very little, other than what we read in the newspaper.

"As for the church's position - it doesn't always get front page.

"Our objective in this activity is to stir interest and raise awareness. This will be done by volunteers simply going around their dorms
Governors see familiar Reagan -
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ronald Reagan, who is currently in the United States Congress to vote on his economic program, met privately with eight governors at the White House, all of whom later told reporters they support the administration's program of tax and spending cuts.

"We are very much ourselves," Gov. Robert Orr of Indiana said afterwards. His meeting with the governors was the first for Reagan since the effort to redraft the deficit is crumbling out of the White House while he recovers from a bullet wound in the left lung.

Chinese Ambassador Nixon -
GREENCASTLE Ind. (AP) - Citizens in the People's Republic of China would welcome President Reagan's appointment of former President Richard M. Nixon as U.S. ambassador to that country, a touring Chinese journalist and professor said yesterday. Hubert S. Liang said Nixon's visit would further improve relations between the two countries that have made him popular there. Liang made headlines during a lunch at DePauw University with the central Indiana college that he graduated from in 1926. Liang, who teaches English and journalism at the University of Wisconsin, said that Chinese believe Americans are unfairly judging Nixon solely on his role in Watergate.

Agnew accepts lion's share -
WASHINGTON Md. (AP) - A one-time head of the State Rights Commission described yesterday how former Vice-President Spiro T. Agnew allegedly accepted the lion's share of the bribes that Federal Bureau of Investigation agents, while he was governor of Maryland. The testimony came in the first day of cross-examination of the White House official who agreed to work for $29,810 to the state treasury as retribution for the alleged bribes, plus interest. Jerome L. Wolff testified in Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia on behalf of a friend and advisor to Agnew when he was governor in 1967 and 1968, when the state alleged that the bribes and kickbacks that have been awarded state contracts. Wolff said he and Hammerman would each get one-quarter of the money and that Agnew would get the rest.

Sexual harassment deepens -
WASHINGTON (AP) - The head of the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission said yesterday that sexual harassment in the workplace may be more widespread than his agency knows. "Sexual harassment in the workplace is not a figment of the imagination," said acting commissioner J. Clay Smitty Jr. "It is a real problem." Testifying before a Senate Labor subcommittee, Smith reported on results of guidelines published by the EEOC in November 1980 under which women may file complaints of sexual discrimination in the federal courts. He also cited a study by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, in which 42 percent of a group of federally-employed women surveyed said they had been victims of sexual harassment.

Students speak freely -
Students of the 1980s are assumed to be more conservative than their late 60s counterparts. But a recent survey by two Kent State University speech professors shows they may be more liberal on one issue — freedom of speech. The survey tallied reactions of 700 students and faculty members toward 11 different subjects, ranging from flag desecration and draft card burning, to dorm search and book censorship, says Dr. William Gordon, who with Dr. Dominic Infante conducted the survey. Results of this latest report were compared with those of a similar survey done in 1970, before four Kent State students were killed by National Guardsmen during a 1970 anti-war protest. The two professors found today's students substantially more tolerant toward draft card burners, protesters who occupy buildings and nudity in campus theatrical productions. In 1970, 14% of those surveyed thought the university had the right to search dorms, but that figure dropped to 23% in 1980. The number of students who thought the university was favorable to 6% in 1969 and by 4% in 1979. - Colgate Headlines

Irish rioting continues -
BELFAST (AP) - Rioting broke out in Northern Ireland from two different directions as 12 men in a Minivan Prime Minister James Chichester-Clark refused to make concessions to end the hunger strike by Bobby Sands, the jailed IRA guerrilla and member of the Northern Ireland Assembly, whom the government declared a comata. An estimated 100 young Roman Catholics attacked police and Brooklynite with sticks and bricks in Derry's Bogside quarter and set two mail trucks on fire. There were no immediate reports of casualties.

Weather -
Thunderstorms developing. High in the mid 60s. Lawns around Yardley Park cloudy today with a chance of thundershowers. High in the low 60s.
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The Observer -
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Daisy Sale! -
Order during dinner
only $1.00 per bunch
delivered Thursday ND-SMC
Student Union plans auction

By JIM McCLURE
News Staff

The Student Union Services Commission will be holding a furniture auction Thursday, April 30, at 6 p.m. in Stepan Center. Students will have the opportunity to buy and sell such items as chairs, sofas, tables and carpets. A professional auctioneer will be on hand, and there is no service charge.

Trucks will be available at the drop-off center to transport furniture to Stepan Center with specific times and locations for drop-offs outlined on campus posters to be distributed later this week. An off-campus drop-off center will be located at Campus View Apartments. Those wishing to drop off merchandise in person may do so at Stepan Wednesday, April 29 from 6 p.m. until midnight, and Thursday, April 30 from 1 p.m. until 6 p.m.

Items will be auctioned off in the order they are tagged or brought in with the merchandise open for inspection on April 30 from 4 p.m. until 6 p.m. Refreshments will be available from a concession stand during the auction.

"It turns out that there are computer applications in almost every field you can think of," said Kelly.

Johnson listed a few of the liberal arts fields where computers are used; these included linguistics, historical research and English.

"We expect a strong turnout, but we're really counting on a large number of sellers to make the auction a success," said Kelly.

The CAPP major serves as a supplement, rather than a substitute for a student's primary course of study, according to Johnson. "The liberal arts degree provides students with the flexibility to do a lot of different things. The CAPP program enhances that flexibility," he said.

Johnson also suggested that a computer applications major would aid students who might be insecure about the job prospects of a graduate with skills that they feel they can use in the job market," he said.

Johnson explained that in addition to improving one's marketability, a CAPP degree will aid applicants to graduate schools," he said.

The CAPP major will also give students a proficiency with statistics, which Johnson saw as important in the job market. "I can't think of a single profession where you don't have to deal with either the evaluation of some kind of statistical report that's been given to you, or your own evaluation of a program that you are running," Johnson explained.

Johnson termed the marketability of students with CAPP degrees "fantastic." "If you look at the Sunday want ads of any major metropolitan Newspaper, the need for people who are computer programmers or who even have some knowledge of statistical packages is just phenomenal," he said.

The Student Union Services Commission's John J. Kelly emphasized that no middleman is involved in the auction. Kelly stated that sellers "will get full value for their items. The advantage to buyers is that they will have the widest selection possible."

This is the first time an on-campus furniture auction is being held. "We expect a strong turnout, but we're really counting on a large number of sellers to make the auction a success," said Kelly.
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If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you, you could have an American Express Card right now.

Trade the card you've been using every day for the Card you'll be using for the rest of your life.

You're about to leave school and enter a whole new world. You've got great expectations. So does American Express. For you.

That's why American Express has created a special plan that reduces the usual application requirements so you can get the Card before you finish school.

All you need to apply is a $1,000 job or the promise of one.

You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of after-school activities.

One of the surest ways to establish yourself is to start out as if you were already established. And just having the Card gives you the chance to establish a solid credit rating.

So trade up now. You'll find application forms on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free 800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before you finish this one.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.
The elusive education continues

P. O. Box Q

Dear Editor:

After reading Anthony Walton's "The show that never ends" (April 1), I feel that this is indicative of the liberal mindset, the hate-America mentality, that breeds a horrid misconception. "We are unclean!" they chant monotonously as they flagellate themselves — and any Americans unlucky enough to be near. This is how the demeaned act of a lunatic is transformed into an accurate reflection of "the state of the American soul." It is truly the show that never ends. It is boring.

Are Americans inherently more violent and selfish than other human beings? I doubt it. (One imagines Mr. Walton, after examining the latest crime statistics, coming to the conclusion that black people are a race of criminals.) It's true that our country has yet to produce a selfish leader like a Hitler, or a Stalin, or a Mao, willing to slaughter millions of people in a quagmire for establishing a better world, but someday, perhaps, we'll be as civilized as the rest of the world.

We are not a nation of saints, but to suggest that we are a nation of John Hinckleys is not only absurd; it is perverse. Mr. Walton should attempt to control himself when near a typewriter: what he does to logic is itself an act of violence.

Ed Graham, Madison, Wis.

Donesbury

Editor in Chief...
Managing Editor...
Associate Editor...
Features Editor...
Leonard Grimes
Michael Duey
Patrick Page
Corey M. Uihlein

The Observer

The Observer is an independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame. It does not reflect the policies of the administration of either institution.

The Observer is published weekly on campus, and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.

Anthony Walton's "Outside Wednesday" appears weekly on the Editorials page.

Anthony Walton

Anthony Walton College would be great if you didn't have to go to class. "Outside Wednesday" appears weekly on the Editorials page.
High enthusiasm
Women begin Bookstore play

By KELLY SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

Heavy-normal temperatures didn't prevent above-average enthusiasm from prevailing at Saturday's first-round action of women's bookstore basket-

As a result, Saint Mary's junior Lisa Gansser established herself as an early contender for the covered "Hoosier Award," connecting on 16 of 18 shots for the Punks That Can Whip It Good. Her effort aside, 21-11 win over the Punks. B.P. Enforcers suffered the day's biggest rout. Just min-
utes before the game, The Enforcers had only one avail-
able player. They found four others, but managed only one basket in their loss to Louise Rooney's & Co.

Freshman Pam Fincher was a proven competitor on the ten-
court as Notre Dame's No.

3 singles player, displayed fine athletic prowess on the basket-
ball court, hitting nine shots, a first-round scoring high, to lead Take It On The Run to a
21-2 win over Go For Blood.

Volleyball Players Pretend-
To Be Basketball Players did a good job of it, coming from behind to defeat Tigger's Tigers by 10.

Miss Iowa & Her Contes and The Unknown Hoosiers are two truly humble teams. Recognizing the overall lack of talent on squad, the two sides agreed beforehand to shorten the contest to 15 points in an effort to end the 4:43 game before midnight. They did, barely, with Miss Iowa tri-
umphant by 11.

continued from page 8

Notre Dame beckoned, "I was fortunate to be with Gerry when he got the job," said Higgins. "I came with him because I enjoy coaching and this was a very good opportunity. I don't have any aspirations to be a head coach right now. I just want to do the best I can, wherever I am."

While at moeller, Higgins was also a teacher of English Literature and Theology. Ta-
king the position here at Notre Dame has meant that he will be forced to give up that part of his career, however. "I think I am going to miss reaching a little bit," he said, "but I think I will be able to make up for that by establish-
ing a closeness with the players. I mean the season is longer, and you have weight training in the off season, and you have spring football — which is something you don't have in high school — so I think the close relationship with the players will kind of make up for my being away from the classroom."

Higgins added that these are the type of players that make the game enjoyable for him. "I don't think I would like to coach in the pros," he said. "I like the high school and col-
lege-aged players. I think you can have more of an influence on a person's life at that age, rather than at a later time. I also don't like to be working with the same players seven, eight years in a row, or whatever the case may be."

Higgins, who is staying in the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore, and this was a very good job," said Higgins. "I mean the season is being, will be joined by his I'm very, very ready to start longer, and you have weight wife and two young sons of his career, however. also don't I would like to be am really impressed with the opportunity. I don't have any the type of players that make football. Not that he's ready to

"But I like what I'm doing. I am really impressed with the intelligence and the enthusi-
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2nd floor LaFortune by April 24th
Zampedro wins tourney

The An Tostal Golf Tournament was contested yesterday on Burke Memorial. A 40 golfer participants. Jon Zampedro won the men's division with a nine-hole total of 34. Trybus also won the all-around crown with a 109 pin average on the final pin on the 160 yard hole.

The Observer

ND Women's softball split

The Irish women's softball team split a doubleheader at South Bend, Ind., last weekend. The Irish fell to Notre Dame, 7-3, in their first game. In the second game, the Irish tied Notre Dame, 2-2, in the 11th inning. Notre Dame, now 3-7 on the year, will face Vajparobou on Thursday at South Bend's O'Brien Field. - The Observer

Irish Baseball takes four of six

Resuming action over the Easter weekend, the Notre Dame baseball team split their six game decisions. On Thursday, the Fighting Irish played host to the Bulldogs of Butler and swept their first three game doubleheader. This time it was the Irish pitching that led the way in 2-1 and 4-3 victories. Bob Bartlett (5-2) and Mike Deasey (4-2) were the pitchers of record as they were for the Notre Dame doubleheader win against Ball State on Monday. Bartlett won the 2-1 decision, and Deasey pitched the second Irish shutout, 8-0. Sandwiched between these victories, Notre Dame lost twice, 4-5 and 8-7, at U. of Delaware on Saturday. The Irish are tied at 15-12-1 and their home record is a sparkling 11-1. Today, Notre Dame faces Ohio State at home, to face St. Joseph's to make up a doubleheader which was rained out last Tuesday. This weekend, the Irish will play in the Rocky Mountain Invitational tournament sponsored by Northwestern University in Chicago. - The Observer

Lacrosse team meets MU

Notre Dame lacrosse coach Rich Leary must believe that his team is an exception to Don Shula's rule that “consistency is the name of the game.” The Irish dropped two home lacrosse doubleheaders this weekend, losing to the divisional foes Ohio State (9-6 on Thursday) and Ashland (10-9 on Saturday). Although they outscored both opponents by two goals in the second half of each game, the Irish nonetheless managed only two goals in each of the sluggish first halves en route to 2-1 third and fourth quarter Assorted setbacks (all at home). Notre Dame won its only two league games on the road, so the Irish sport a 2-4 MLA mark and a 3-4 overall record. Notre Dame, which swept its first MLA clash with Michigan State at 3:30 p.m. on Stepian Field. The Irish lost to Michigan State 22-14 in last Lansing two weeks ago. - The Observer

SUNDAY

WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE

First Round

Yesterday's Results

Stepan 5

Stepan 3

Stepan 4

Stepan 6

Stepan 2

Stepan 7

Stepan 8

Today's Games

5:30-P.B. Benders - Take It On The Run

Stepan 3

Stepan 4

Stepan 5

Stepan 6

Stepan 7

Stepan 8

Notre Dame women's basketball, coach Mala Sutter, won her third game in a row, 92-64, over The Master (4-0) with eight starters over 10. W. Page (5) over The Master

Mon. 3-6-US v. This Take Ball and Shoe

Mon. 3-6-Angel on the with S. Caster
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too on only 3 of 10 attempts. But Bill Copeland was good for 8 of 14 and that was enough to lead Head Coach to a three-point win over Wrecked 'Em on Lyons 11 yesterday. Mark Meyer also had a good outing with a 7 of 18 performance that paced Return of the Nuggets to a 21-14 win over Humor at the expense of Steve Fernandez hit 5 of 12 for the losers.

John Martin hit 7 of 9 for Visual O... to pace his squad to a 21-10 win over Rockets in Our Pockets. Three players had 3 points for the Rockers.

Tripucka returned from sunny Honolulu, complete with dark tan and University of Hawaii gym shorts, to lead the Reclassified Nads to a seventh-point win over Atlanta... Tripucka hit all five of his field goal tries. He was matched in the scoring column by teammate Ken 'Midge' Bausch who was of 3. Ralph Horgan managed five points for the losers.

Nick Vehr hit 9 of 17 shots to pace The Assassins to a 21-11 win over William Futt... in a key game behind Stepan Center.

Higgins' injuries launch career


It is because of an accident scenario in which Jim Higgins was playing collegiate football days that Higgins is now Notre Dame's offensive line coach.

Jim Higgins hit the ground, his helmet came off. When the defender's foot met the side of Higgins' head, it was for all intents and purposes, over. The injury to several of grandsire were suddenly blurred.

So were the rest of his vision.

When the brain hemorrhaging started, doctors said his playing days were over.

But he became the next best thing.

"I think it's a real exciting and everyone on my team will get a lot of opportunities to entertain the Wildcats of Northwestern in a 1 p.m. twinbill. Although details have not been finalized, portions of one or both games will be broadcast to Chicago and Long Island on a delayed basis by Cablevision. A representative of the home broadcast crew, Dick Gonski and Jim Gibbons, will handle the mike duties.

"Anybody that plays against Notre Dame," TV BENT BERY GOOD TO BASEBALL - Next Monday, April 27, 10:25 P.M., this program will provide a faculty sponsor for the club while it was in its ninth year. The dinner is scheduled to follow the annual Blue-Gold game. A reception in the ACC's north dome at 6 p.m. will kick off the festivities.

The annual scrimmage will be followed by Metrosports, the independent sports network which handles the Notre Dame football replay network during the regular season. Harry Kalas, Notre Dame's play-by-play man for MetroSports, will host the gridiron proceedings.

"`Thirsty 32' in action today

By FRANK LeGROTIA and SKIP DESJARDIN

Bookstore X

OK, OK, back to the drawing board. "They said Kelly Tripucka wasn't going to play Bookstore. "They were wrong."

"They" also said Tracy Jackson was going to play Bookstore. "They were wrong again.

Oh well, meanwhile, back at the bookstore. No. 3 WEBB's End dumped The Atomic Drops by Express Force, 21-16. while teammate Jim Smith had a good outing in his professional football playing days.

Football has been a part of Higgins' visions of life for more than half of his 38 years. "But the choice of Gerry Faust as the new Irish football coach," he said.

"I think it's unfair."
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"Anyone that plays against Notre Dame," TV BENT BERY GOOD TO BASEBALL - Next Monday, April 27, 10:25 P.M., this program will provide a faculty sponsor for the club while it was in its ninth year. The dinner is scheduled to follow the annual Blue-Gold game. A reception in the ACC's north dome at 6 p.m. will kick off the festivities.

The annual scrimmage will be followed by Metrosports, the independent sports network which handles the Notre Dame football replay network during the regular season. Harry Kalas, Notre Dame's play-by-play man for MetroSports, will host the gridiron proceedings.
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